This report gives the results for the Comité International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) key comparisons in force, designated by comparison numbers CCM.F-K4.a and CCM.F-K4.b, for the maximum force values of 4 MN and 2 MN, respectively. Eight National Metrology Institutes, employing nine national force standard machines, participated in these comparisons. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) served as the pilot institute for these comparisons. Four transducers were employed in two star circulations, with one pair circulated among the participants of CCM.F-K4.a and the other pair circulated for CCM.F-K4.b. The transducers exhibited only minor drift over the circulation time periods; however, the results for one of the transducers circulated for CCM.F-K4.a were limited by excessive sensitivity to orientation about the axis of force application.
Comparison Protocol
The key comparisons were carried out by circulating a pair of force transfer standard transducers among the participating institutes in a star pattern -such that the transducers were returned to the pilot institute by each participant before being circulated to the next. The same measurement procedure was conducted by each participant, including the pilot institute which repeated the measurements each time the transducers were returned. Transportation of the transducers was accomplished by air freight shipment. In addition to the two transducers circulated to each institute, an HBM Model BN100 Bridge Calibration Unit, serial number 8491 was also circulated in order to obtain comparison calibrations for each of the measuring amplifiers used by the institutes to acquire the transducer responses. All participating institutes employed the same make and model of measuring amplifier, an HBM Model DMP 40. As the bridge calibration unit required an input supply voltage of 120 volt AC at 60 Hz, a frequency converting transformer was included to transform the supply voltage of other countries to the required parameters.
A uniform measurement procedure to be followed for all participants was established by the CCM Force Working Group in order to minimize the effects of transducer characteristics, such as hysteresis, creep, and sensitivity to non-axial loading. The procedure involved an unbroken sequence of loading cycles, with forces of 0 MN, 2 MN, and 4 MN for comparison CCM.F-K4.a and 0 MN and 2 MN for comparison CCM.F-K4.b. The sequence incorporated two repetitions of six orientations of the transducer about its vertical axis. At each orientation, two identical loading cycles were conducted, with an unanalyzed exercise cycle preceding the data cycle used to acquire the transducer readings to be analyzed. The established protocol called for all force points to be spaced at six-minute intervals. This timing was adhered to for all transitions except for the 4 MN to 0 MN transition at the end of each cycle for CCM.F-K4.a; this transition was lengthened to nine minutes because of the unloading time requirements of the NIST deadweight machine.
The actual forces applied by the NIST 4.448 MN deadweight force standard machine, which are adjusted to integer values of kilopound-force (klbf), are 2.0017 MN and 4.0034 MN, corresponding to weights of 450 klbf and 900 klbf, respectively. Thus the NIST forces exceed the nominal comparison forces of 2 MN and 4 MN by 0.085 %. NIST's results for the comparison forces were computed by adjusting NIST's readings for this 0.085 % difference. The adjustments made use of a calibration equation relating force to response derived for each transducer from separate measurements, which provided the slope of the response curve at the 2 MN and 4 MN force points.
The NIST machine applies forces by lifting weights that are linked in a manner so as to load sequentially. Each weight increment increases the force by 222.4111 kN. Nine of these weights are applied over a three minute period to increase force from 0 MN to 2.0017 MN, and nine more are applied over another three minute period to increase force from 2.0017 MN to 4.0034 MN. A 6.3 min period is required to unload all 18 weights to decrease force from 4.0034 MN back to 0 MN. This loading and unloading cycle is diagrammed in Fig. 1 . The train of measurement cycles for comparison CCM.F-K4.a, without the individual weight increments depicted, is diagrammed in Fig. 2 . The dots on the diagrams of each figure indicate the points where the indicator readings are taken. The measurements for CCM.F-K4.a and CCM.F-K4.b were conducted with the same deadweight force standard machine. The measurement sequence for CCM.F-K4.b is similar to that shown in Fig. 2 , except that the force was returned to zero after the reading at the 2 MN step, and all force points could be spaced at six-minute intervals. The total time for the sequence of several preload cycles at the initial 0º position, followed by two repetitions through the six orientations was 11 h 12 min for CCM.F-K4.a and 6 h 24 min for CCM.F-K4.b.
The "idle" period (almost three minutes) upon returning to zero at the end of the cycle was used to rotate the transducer, for those cycles where the schedule called for such reorientation. Because of the size and weight of the transducers, and the size of the NIST machine, it can require two minutes to accomplish the reorientation and precise realignment of the load cell on the compression platen. Thus the rotation maneuver is finished before the zero-load reading is taken, which has no effect on the analysis because the zero-load reading before each data cycle, rather than after, is used to calculate the deflections.
Stability of the Bridge Calibration Unit
The measurement protocol followed at each participating institute included sampling, by the institute's DMP 40 measuring amplifier, of the BN100 bridge calibration unit that traveled with the force transducers. This sampling, performed at 0.2 mV/V intervals from -0.2 mV/V to 2.2 mV/V using the BN100, was used to correct for differences among the institutes' DMP 40 instruments. This correction procedure relied on the stability of the traveling BN100 over the course of any round trip from NIST to an institute and back.
The stability of the BN100 over the time frame of the entire comparison is depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 for two representative bridge output values of 1.0 mV/V and 2.0 mV/V, respectively. The plots for other bridge output values are similar to the plots shown. These data were obtained with NIST's DMP 40 during the measurement period each time the circulated instruments were returned to NIST. The cluster of four points for each measurement set represents the BN100 readings at the beginning and end of the long measurement day for each of the two force transducers being circulated. In some cases fewer than four points may be visually identifiable in a cluster due to overlapping. The figures give both the recorded readings at the indicated setting, and the net readings obtained by subtracting the corresponding readings at 0.0 mV/V from the recorded readings. The broken lines connect the mean values of the clusters, and indicate the travel time from NIST to another lab and back to NIST. Note that November 2004 presents two closely spaced clusters of four points each, corresponding to NIST's measurements at the end of the circulation for CCM.F-K4.a and the beginning of the circulation for CCM.F-K4.b. The traveling BN100 is seen to be stable within a relative value of 0.0005 % for any two consecutive measurement sets, representing a round trip to one of the other institutes. Because of the star circulation pattern, only the drift between adjacent measurement sets is relevant. This drift is seen to be of the same order of magnitude as the variation among the readings in the individual measurement sets.
NIST also maintained a second BN100 that remained under controlled laboratory conditions at NIST during this circulation. The readings from this second BN100 were equally stable. The spread in the clusters indicates the limit to which the DMP 40 can be calibrated by the BN100 at any point in time. An estimated standard uncertainty (k=1) in the BN100 readings, relative to the output value, of 0.0005 % is incorporated into the combined standard uncertainty for each laboratory by the symbol u v in Eq.(4).
Analysis Details
The force transfer standards that were circulated among the participants do not have intrinsically known responses to the applied forces. The analysis was conducted to make use of the devices as comparators, in order to infer a comparison of the participants' force standards at the 2 MN and 4 MN force points for CCM.F-K4.a, and at the 2 MN force point for CCM.F-K4.b. For each of the two transducers employed for each comparison, separate analyses were conducted at each of the two force points.
For each participant, the response r i was calculated by subtracting the indicator reading at 0 MN at the beginning of each of the twelve data cycles from the indicator readings at 2 MN or 4 MN in the same cycle. The indicator readings incorporate corrections for the offset between each participant's measuring amplifier and the measuring amplifier used at NIST, as determined from data acquired from the bridge calibration unit circulated along with the transducers. The mean response r and standard deviation s for the individual responses r i , for i = 1 to 12, was computed from
where n = 12, for each participant at 2 MN and 4 MN for CCM.F-K4.a and at 2 MN for CCM.F-K4.b. The value n = 12 arises from two independent measurements of the transducer response at each of six orientations about its vertical axis. Separate values of r and s are calculated for each of the two transducers circulated to each participant.
A standard uncertainty u a (k=1), incorporating only the standard deviation s from the comparison measurement data sets, is calculated for each value of r as
This "data-based" standard uncertainty u a is useful as an indicator of the ability of the transducer, employed as specified by the comparison measurement protocol, to resolve differences in the values of r calculated from Eq.(1) for data sets acquired at different times or by different laboratories. The quantity u a incorporates uncertainties associated with the characteristics of the transducers, inherent in their design and manufacture, which were selected to serve as force transfer standards for the comparison; u a also incorporates any uncertainties associated with the implementation of the uniform measurement procedure conducted at each laboratory.
Other sources of uncertainty include: (1) the standard uncertainty in the applied force, denoted by u f , which incorporates uncertainties associated with the force standard machine employed at each participating laboratory, and (2) the standard uncertainty in determining the measuring amplifier corrections, denoted by u v , which represents the uncertainty in determining the offsets among the instruments used by each laboratory to acquire the transducer responses r i .
The values of u f were obtained from information supplied by the participants from their own uncertainty analyses for their respective force standard machines. NIST has determined the value of u f for the forces applied by its 4.448 MN deadweight machine to have a relative value of 0.0005 % of the applied force, as described in reference [3] . u v was estimated to have a value of (0.000005)r, for each mean response r, based on repeated measurements conducted with the bridge calibration unit at NIST.
A relevant environmental source of uncertainty is the temperature of the transducer, which has a temperature dependent response. This uncertainty was minimized by the procedural specification that all measurements be conducted at a temperature of 20.0 ºC ± 0.2 ºC. From separate measurements conducted at NIST of the thermal sensitivities of the transducers, and from the temperatures reported by each laboratory during their measurements, it was determined that the uncertainty associated with temperature was not significant.
Thus the three uncertainties u a , u f and u v incorporate all known uncertainties relevant to the comparison which can be quantified. A combined standard uncertainty u c (k=1), incorporating the standard uncertainties u a , u f and u v , is calculated for each value of r given by Eq. (1) as
where the three standard uncertainties are expressed in the unit of the response r, which has the unit for the readings returned by the measuring amplifiers, giving the voltage ratio in mV/V.
The entire measurement and analysis procedure was repeated at the pilot institute, NIST, upon return of the transducers from one participant before sending them out to the next.
In order to compensate for any drift in the transducer response over time, the final value to be compared for each participant consisted of the difference between the participant's mean response, r, given by Eq.(1), and the average of the two mean responses for the measurements performed at NIST preceding and following the measurements at the participant's laboratory. In Tables 2 and 3 , the columns labeled "lab-provided standard uncertainty in applied force" indicate considerably lower values for the force standard machine of the pilot laboratory, NIST, than for the force standard machines of the other participants. The reason for this is that the NIST force standard can apply forces to 4.448 MN which are derived from deadweights alone; the force standards of the other participants of CCM.4-K4.a make use of (a) smaller deadweight forces which are multiplied by means of a lever or hydraulic mechanical advantage system, or (b) direct hydraulic actuation to apply forces that are measured with a set of reference transducers. Additional sources of uncertainty apply to these latter two methods of force application.
An additional observation from Tables 2 and 3 is that, of the two transducers employed in CCM.4-K4.a, Transducer 2 yields much higher values for the data-set standard deviation than Transducer 1. Transducer 2 demonstrates a much greater sensitivity to orientation about the vertical loading axis within the force standard machine of each participant. For Transducer 2, this data-set standard deviation, u a , is the dominant uncertainty component for all but one of the participants, whereas for Transducer 1, the standard uncertainty in the applied force, u f , is the dominant uncertainty component for all but the pilot laboratory, NIST.
For the results of comparison CCM.F-K4.b, as shown in Table 4 , the differences in the data-set standard deviation between Transducers 3 and 4 are less pronounced.
NIST Results
The results for the measurements at NIST alone are shown in Fig. 5 through Fig. 10 , in order to show the variation associated with NIST repeatability or transducer drift over time. If the index j is used here to indicate only the NIST measurement sets, with j = 1 to 7 for CCM.F-K4.a and j = 1 to 3 for CCM.F-K4.b, the response differences are
where r j represents the j th measurement set mean as computed in Eq. (1) for the NIST data set j, and R NIST is referred to as the NIST global mean:
The number of NIST data sets, m, is 7 for CCM. The left-side data-based uncertainty intervals indicate the sufficiency of the transducermeasurement protocol combination to resolve differences among data sets for a particular transducer. The total uncertainty intervals to the right of each data point indicate the significance of the differences in light of all relevant uncertainty components. 1. There exists no significant drift with time for any of the transducers.
Of the two transducers circulated for CCM.F-K4.a, Transducer 2 (Figures 7 and 8) is
on the order of ten times "noisier" than Transducer 1 ( Figures 5 and 6 ).
3. The differences among data points for Transducer 1 and Transducer 3 are larger than can be accounted for from the data-based uncertainty alone; thus there may be some source of variability associated with these transducers that is not completely addressed by the measurement statistics.
Comparison of Participating Laboratories
A graphical representation of the comparisons of all of the participating laboratories is given in Fig. 11 through Fig. 16 . For each comparison, the laboratories are identified by the same lab numbers that were used in Table 2 through Table 4 .
The plots for If k is used to indicate the lab number, then for k ≠ 1 the difference between the response of Lab k and the corresponding mean NIST pair response is
where r k represents the k th lab mean as computed in Eq. (1) for the data set obtained by Lab k, r kNISTa is given by Eq.(1) for the NIST data set preceding Lab k, and r kNISTb is given by Eq.(1) for the NIST data set succeeding Lab k. For k = 1, designating the pilot, Lab 1, the difference is defined to be d 1 = 0.
The ordinates in Fig. 11 through Fig. 16 , D k , are the response differences relative to the NIST global mean, such that D k = (10 6 )d k /R NIST , where R NIST is given by Eq.(6).
In the same manner as given in Fig. 5 through Fig. 10 , two expanded uncertainty intervals are shown for each point in Fig. 11 through Fig. 16 . For k ≠ 1, each left-side (solid line) bar represents the data-based expanded uncertainty U ak = 2u ak for the corresponding data set k, where u ak is calculated from Eq.(3). Each right-side (dashed line) bar represents the total expanded uncertainty U tk = 2u ck for the corresponding data set k where u ck is calculated from Eq.(4). The uncertainty bars are plotted in the figures as relative to the NIST global mean, and thus have lengths of (10 6 )U k /R NIST .
For k = 1, it was desired to arrive at values U a1 and U t1 for the pilot laboratory that were most comparable to U ak and U tk for the other laboratories. Thus U a1 for each of these figures is taken to be the average data-based expanded uncertainty for the NIST data sets making up the comparison: U a1 = (2/m)∑u aj , where the index j represents only the NIST measurement sets, u aj is calculated from Eq. (3), and the number of NIST data sets, m, is 7 for CCM.F-K4.a and 3 for CCM.F-K4.b. The total expanded uncertainty U t1 is calculated similarly from the u cj given by Eq.(4).
The left-side data-based uncertainty intervals indicate whether the measurement protocol is sufficient to discern differences among laboratories for a particular transducer. The total uncertainty intervals to the right of each data point indicate the significance of the differences among laboratories in light of all relevant uncertainty components -in particular, the declared uncertainties in the forces applied by the participating laboratories. 1. Transducers 1, 3, and 4 appear to be capable, under the measurement protocol employed, of resolving the differences among laboratories shown in the figures. Due to its excessive variation, Transducer 2 may be of limited use in yielding significant values for these differences.
2. Based on Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 15, and Fig. 16 , the results for Lab 3 of CCM.F-K4.a and Lab 8 of CCM.F-K4.b are significantly below the results of the pilot Lab 1, and possibly below estimates of the key comparison reference value, by an amount that is not accounted for by known sources of uncertainty. It is also noted that the result for Lab 7 is significantly above the pilot lab result at the 2 MN force point.
3. There are some anomalies, such as the differences in the results for Lab 6 between Transducers 1 and 2 for both 2 MN (Fig. 11 vs Fig. 13 ) and 4 MN (Fig. 12 vs Fig. 14) . Similarly, the relative differences between Labs 1 and 9 are not consistent for Transducers 3 and 4 ( Fig. 15 vs Fig. 16 ). These anomalies may indicate a transducer-related variability that is not yet accounted for. Normally, this variability should be accounted for by an increase in uncertainty to ensure consistency between transducers. This increase has not been applied in this report; however, this has no significant effect on the final result of the comparison.
Analysis Approach 1: "Classical" Statistical Estimation of KCRV Values and Equivalence Matrix Components
This section presents an assessment of laboratory equivalence by means of classical statistical calculations of the equivalence matrices and the Key Comparison Reference Values (KCRV) separately for each transducer.
Equivalence Matrices for Individual Transducers
The equivalence matrices are given in Table 5 through Table 8 for the 2 MN and 4 MN force points for Transducer 1 and Transducer 2, and in Table 9 for the 2 MN force point for Transducer 3 and Transducer 4. Because of the "star" nature of the circulation of the transducers, the laboratory differences given in these matrices are derived from the values of d calculated according to Eq.(7) from the response of each laboratory and its corresponding NIST pair mean response.
The "lab deltas" are denoted on the left side of each table by Δ kj , where k >j and k and j represent the column and row numbers, respectively, in the tables.
where d k and d j are given by Eq. (7) for the data sets obtained by Lab k and Lab j, respectively, when j ≠1. For j =1, indicating the pilot lab NIST, d 1 =0. The entries in the tables are multiplied by the factor (10 6 )/R NIST , where R NIST is given by Eq.(6), in order to present them relative to the NIST global mean.
The estimated standard deviation in the lab deltas, given on the right side of each table, is calculated for j ≠1 as
where s k and s j are given by Eq. (2) for the data sets obtained by Labs k and j, respectively, and both n k and n j equal 12. The entries in the tables are multiplied by the factor (10 6 )/R NIST .
For j = 1, indicating the "Lab 1" row (for the pilot lab NIST) in the tables, the estimated standard deviation in the lab deltas, s Δk1 , is given by Eq. (9) where s k is given by Eq. (2) for the data set obtained by Lab k, and s j is now given by Eq. (2) for the combined data from the two NIST data sets preceding and succeeding the data set for Lab k, n k =12, and n j =24.
Also given in the tables are the values for Student's t-statistic for each laboratory k, calculated as |Δ kj /s Δkj | . The t-statistic is shaded for all values greater than or equal to 2, indicating those laboratory pairs for which the difference between the laboratory results is statistically significant. Note that for Transducer 1 about 90 % of the entries for Δ kj in Table 5 and Table 6 exceed their corresponding estimated standard deviations (k=1 uncertainties) by more than a factor of 2, indicating statistical significance which implies that, under the measurement procedure employed, this transducer is capable of distinguishing differences among laboratories. The same conclusion can be made for Transducer 3 and Transducer 4 from the entries in Table 9 . On the other hand, for Transducer 2, about 36 % of the entries for Δ kj in Table 7 and Table 8 are greater than twice their corresponding standard deviations; thus many of these pairwise laboratory differences are not statistically significant.
A classical analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated from the individual responses r i , defined in the paragraph for Eq. (1) 
Key Comparison Reference Values (KCRV) based on Comparison Data Alone
Attempts are often made to determine a key comparison reference value from data obtained in key comparisons. Such a value would serve to shift the horizontal baseline used to compare laboratory results, which was arbitrarily positioned at the value of the NIST global mean, with an ordinate of 0, in Fig. 11 through Fig. 16 .
A consensus mean analysis was conducted on the combined data acquired by the participating institutes, using algorithms provided by the DATAPLOT software system for scientific statistical analysis, available from the NIST Statistical Engineering Division [4] . Documentation and procedures for acquiring this software are available at the Internet address http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/software/dataplot/homepage.htm. The consensus mean analysis computes estimates of the consensus mean, and the associated uncertainties, based on all of the comparison data using a variety of methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Separate estimates of uncertainty of the applied forces reported by the participants do not enter into this analysis.
The values of the consensus mean and associated expanded uncertainty (k=2) are provided in Table 10 for several analysis methods for the 2 MN and 4 MN force points employed for Transducer 1 and Transducer 2. The results of the computations are given in Table 10 in the unit (mV/V) of the indicating instrument used to acquire the transducer responses. Regarding the recommendation of a single KCRV value, parsimony suggests the choice of the mean of means statistic --this is highlighted in Table 10 via the shaded row. Thus, from Table 11 provides the same results as a relative difference with respect to the mean of means value; specifically, each relative consensus mean value in Table 11 is computed from the corresponding value in Table 10 by: 10   6 x [(consensus mean) -(mean of means)] / (mean of means), where (mean of means) denotes the consensus mean value by the mean of means method. Each relative expanded uncertainty value in Table 11 is computed from the corresponding value in Table 10 by: 10   6 x (expanded uncertainty) / (mean of means), where, again, (mean of means) denotes the consensus mean value by the mean of means method. This analysis was not conducted for Transducer 3 and Transducer 4 because of the very small population sample for comparison CCM.F-K4.b.
The "mean of means" value yielded by the consensus mean analysis is the same as the lab mean calculated from
where the index k indicates the lab number and the number of participating laboratories, m, is 7 for CCM.F-K4.a and 3 for CCM.F.K4.b. For k ≠1, r k is the mean of the twelve observations from the data set acquired by Lab k, as given by Eq.(1). For k=1, r 1 is the NIST global mean given by Eq.(6) from a total of 7x12=84 observations for CCM.F-K4.a and 3x12=36 observations for CCM.F-K4.b.
It is seen from 
KCRV Calculated from Lab -NIST Differences and Uncertainty Weightings
Possible quantities often proposed as candidates for a key comparison reference value include the unweighted mean, the weighted mean, and the median of the participating laboratory results. For the comparisons that have been presented here, the participant results consist of the differences d k among the laboratories, given by Eq. (7) with the stipulation that d 1 =0. The unweighted mean is then calculated as If each value of d k has a corresponding standard uncertainty u k , a weighted mean may be calculated as
Two values of the weighted mean are calculated, corresponding to the "data-based" uncertainties and the "total" uncertainties represented by the two sets of uncertainty intervals depicted in Fig. 11 through Fig. 16 . For the weighted mean corresponding to the "data-based" uncertainties, the u k in Eq. (12) is calculated from Eq.(3), using comparison measurement data only. For the weighted mean corresponding to the "total" uncertainties, the u k in Eq. (12) is the combined standard uncertainty calculated from Eq.(4), incorporating the additional uncertainties associated with the applied forces and the measuring amplifier corrections as discussed in the paragraph preceding Eq.(4). Table 12 and Table 13 give the four computations of the key comparison reference values, for the two force points and the four transducers used, with the values given in the unit (mV/V) of the indicating instruments in Table 12 and in relative units in Table 13 by multiplying by 10 6 /R NIST .
An additional entry is given at the bottom of these tables, which gives values for the difference between the mean of means from Eq.(10) and the NIST global mean from Eq. (6) . These values would correspond to the unweighted means if the d k were not calculated from Eq.(7), but simply from d k =r k -R NIST (thus ignoring the star circulation of the comparison). The tables show that the (mean of means -NIST global mean) values differ from the unweighted mean values by no more than 0.0003 %. This implies that transducer drift is not significantly apparent in the comparison data. -0.000 001 -0.000 007 -0.000 097 -0.000 107 0.000 043 -0.000 068 weighted mean (using "total" uncertainty)
-0.000 059 -0.000 105 -0.000 101 -0.000 116 -0.000 105 -0.000 445 weighted mean (using "data-based" uncertainty) 0.000 000 0.000 000 -0.000 042 0.000 000 0.000 000 -0.000 144 median 0.000 019 0.000 005 -0.000 033 -0.000 039 -0.000 362 -0.000 389 (Mean of means -NIST global mean) If it is desired to have such reference values as a product of these comparisons, the unweighted mean, given in the first line of Table 12 and Table 13 , may be the most reasonable choice, because (a) it is less affected by "outside factors", (b) it may be less affected by large variations in the results when the population is small, and (c) it corresponds most closely to the values yielded by the consensus means analysis. Because the unweighted mean is essentially the same as the mean of means value from the consensus means analysis, the expanded uncertainty yielded by that analysis for the mean of means could be used as a reasonable estimate for the expanded uncertainty in the unweighted mean key comparison reference value.
Graphical Representation of Participant Results with Candidate KCRVs
A graphical representation of the comparisons of all of the participating institutes is given in Fig. 17 through Fig. 22 . The baseline in these figures has been arbitrarily chosen to be the unweighted mean KCRV, V, given by Eq.(11). Thus the ordinates in these figures, D k , are the response differences d k , offset from this baseline, and scaled to be relative to the NIST mean R NIST given Eq. (6): D k = ( 10 6 )(d k -V)/R NIST . Because of the 10 6 multiplier, the ordinates can informally be regarded to be in "parts/million".
The unweighted mean baselines in Fig.17 through Fig.20 can also be regarded to represent the mean of means values given by the shaded lines in Tables 10 and 11 . Thus the expanded uncertainties, given in values relative to the NIST mean x 10 6 in Table 11 , are shown to represent the expanded uncertainty intervals about the baselines, appearing as bands indicated the heavy dashed horizontal lines, in Fig.17 through Fig.20 . These expanded uncertainty intervals are not given for Fig.21 and Fig.22 , because, as indicated below Table 11 , the Consensus Mean Analysis was not conducted for Transducers 3 and 4.
Two expanded uncertainty intervals are shown for each point in Fig. 17 through Fig. 22 , representing "data-based" expanded uncertainties (to the left of each point) calculated from the comparison data alone, and "total" expanded uncertainties (to the right of each point) that incorporate other significant uncertainty contributors. With the exception of the pilot lab NIST, each left-side (solid line) bar represents the data-based expanded uncertainty U ak = 2u ak for the corresponding data set k, where k ≠ 1 and u ak is calculated from Eq.(3). Each corresponding right-side (dashed line) bar represents the total expanded uncertainty U tk = 2u ck for the corresponding data set k where u ck is calculated from Eq.(4). The uncertainty bars are plotted in the figures as relative to the NIST mean, and thus have lengths of (10 6 )U k /R NIST .
For the pilot lab NIST (k = 1), it was desired to arrive at values U a1 and U t1 that were most comparable to U ak and U tk for the other laboratories. Thus U a1 for each of these figures is taken to be the average data-based expanded uncertainty for the NIST data sets making up the comparison: U a1 = (2/m)∑u aj , where the index j represents only the NIST measurement sets, u aj is calculated from Eq. (3), and the number of NIST data sets, m, is 7 for CCM.F-K4.a and 3 for CCM.F-K4.b. The total expanded uncertainty U t1 is calculated similarly from the u cj given by Eq.(4).
The left-side data-based uncertainty intervals indicate whether the measurement protocol is sufficient to discern differences among laboratories for a particular transducer. The total uncertainty intervals to the right of each data point indicate the significance of the differences among laboratories in light of all relevant uncertainty components -in particular, the declared uncertainties in the forces applied by the participating laboratories.
The vertical scale in the figures has been chosen maximize the detail of the data-based uncertainty intervals while keeping the data points within the bounds of the plots, at the expense of allowing some of the total uncertainty intervals to extend out of the range.
The values of the four key comparison reference values given in Table 13 , designated as the unweighted mean, the weighted mean using "total" uncertainty (labeled as "total unc" in the plot legends), the weighted mean using "data-based" uncertainty (labeled as "data unc" in the legends), and the median, are shown as horizontal lines in Fig. 17 through Fig. 22 . Each of these values has been offset from the baseline, and scaled by the factor 10 6 /R LABS , to be comparable with the points on the plots. Thus the unweighted mean lies at ordinate 0. Conclusions from Approach 1
1. Transducers 1, 3, and 4 appear to be capable, under the measurement protocol employed, of resolving the differences among laboratories shown in Fig. 17 through Fig. 22 . Transducer 2, which appears to be on the order of ten times "noisier" than Transducer 1, may be of limited use in yielding significant values for these differences.
2. No significant drift with time is seen in the transducer characteristics.
3. On the basis of Transducer 1 for CCM.F-K4.a, Lab 3 is significantly below the pilot Lab 1, and possibly below other estimates of a key comparison reference value, by an amount that may not be accounted for by known sources of uncertainty. Lab 7 may be correspondingly high, especially at the 2 MN force point.
4. On the basis of Transducers 3 and 4 for CCM.F-K4.b, Lab 8 may be significantly low.
5. There are some anomalies, such as the differences in the results of Lab 6 for Transducers 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 17 through Fig. 20 , and in the relative differences between Lab 1 and Lab 9 for both Transducers 3 and 4 as seen in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 , that may indicate a transducer-related variability that is not accounted for.
6. If a key comparison reference value is desired, the unweighted mean, which is essentially given by the (mean of means) -(NIST global mean), may be the most appropriate, with the uncertainty yielded by the consensus mean analysis for the mean of means.
7. The use of the Mean of Means value as an estimator of the KCRV yields the following estimates: 8. The equivalence matrices shown in Table 5 through Table 8 indicate that, of the 21 paired comparisons of the 7 laboratories participating in CCM.F-K4.a, about 90 % had t-statistic values that indicated statistically significant pair differences for Transducer 1, and 36 % had t-statistics that indicated statistically significant differences for Transducer 2.
9. The equivalence matrices shown in Table 9 indicate that, of the 3 paired comparisons of the 3 laboratories participating in CCM.F-K4.b, all had t-statistic values that indicated statistically significant pair differences for both Transducers 3 and 4.
10. Inspection of Fig.17 and Fig.18 shows that, for Transducer 1, the data-based expanded uncertainty intervals for Lab 3 and Lab 7 lie outside of the expanded uncertainty band for the baseline, which represents the mean of means value yielded by the Consensus Means Analysis. This is true for both the 2 MN and 4 MN force points.
11. Inspection of Fig.19 and Fig.20 shows that, for Transducer 2, the data-based expanded uncertainty interval for Lab 6 lies outside of the expanded uncertainty band for the baseline mean of means value. This is true for both the 2 MN and 4 MN force points.
Analysis Approach 2: Metrologia-Based Estimation of KCRV Values and Equivalence Matrix Components
The CCM Force working Group, at the meeting at CENAM in December, 2007, expressed a desire to apply a consistent analysis of the comparison data for each of the four pair of key comparisons in force. Specifically, an objective was to obtain a comparison at each force point based on the combined data from the transducers employed for that force point, using a weighted mean calculation of the KCRV.
This appendix presents such an analysis for the 2 MN and 4 MN force points based on the combined data from Transducers 1 through 4 at 2 MN, and from Transducers 1 and 2 at 4 MN.
Uncertainty Associated with Transducer Variability Estimated from NIST Data
The comparison of the data for each transducer from the repeated measurement sets at NIST, as presented in Fig. 5 through Fig. 10 , indicate a variation in the responses of Transducers 1 and 3 that is not accounted for by the uncertainties in the measurement sets given by Eq.(3). This variation has an apparent random character as opposed to a significant long-term slope normally referred to as drift. While the cause of this variation is not known, a standard uncertainty term, u x , can be ascribed to this effect and chosen to be large enough for a consistency check of the NIST results for a particular transducer to pass. This is done in the following manner.
If the differences, d j , in the individual NIST measurement set results from the NIST mean for a particular transducer are given by Eq.(5), the combined standard uncertainty in each d j is calculated from
where u aj is the standard uncertainty calculated from Eq.(3) for the data points of the NIST measurement set j, u v is the standard uncertainty in the measuring amplifier corrections, and u x is the standard uncertainty associated with the source of variability that is not accounted for by the measurement set statistics embodied by the u aj . u x can be considered to relate to an apparent "long term" variation in the transducer response, where "long term" relates to the period of time between successive measurement sets, typically a few months.
Note that u f is not included here because all of these measurement sets were acquired with the same deadweight force standard, and any error in the applied force applies equally to all j measurement sets. u x is determined by first calculating a weighted average of the j measurement set results, as well as the corresponding standard uncertainty, in a manner that is consistent with the calculation of values of the weighted mean KCRV:
The symbol K, rather than KCRV, is used in Eq. (14) to avoid confusion with the calculation of the weighted mean KCRVs from the participating laboratory measurement sets in Eq.(23) of the following section. The weighted mean calculation and the following consistency check are described in reference [10] .
A chi-squared consistency check for the NIST measurement sets conducted at different times is performed by calculating a chi-squared value as
and then determining the chi-squared probability value, P, from
where j-1 is the number of degrees of freedom.
The consistency check is regarded to fail if P < 0.05 [10] .
The value of u x for each transducer was determined by repeating the consistency check described above for increasing values of u x until the consistency check was found to pass.
This procedure yielded relative values of u x of 0.0006 % and 0.0008 % for Transducers 1 and 3, respectively, relative to the value of R NIST for each transducer. The values of u x may remain at zero for Transducers 2 and 4. These values of u x enable the consistency checks to pass for the NIST results for each force point with each transducer.
Weighted Mean KCRV Calculation for Individual Transducers
Before calculating reference values from the combined data of multiple transducers, the KCRV must be obtained for each transducer from the appropriate measurement sets of the participating laboratories, taking into account the additional uncertainty component u x discussed in the previous section. In addition, a proper accounting must be taken of the uncertainties involved in the NIST force standard's function as a "Pilot Link machine."
The difference, d k , between the response of Lab k and the corresponding NIST pair response is given by Eq. (7), with d 1 for Lab 1 (NIST) defined to be zero.
The combined standard uncertainty, u ck , for the measurement set of Lab k, for k > 1, is calculated according to Eq. (4), taking into account the standard deviation of the measurement set data, the uncertainty in the applied force for Lab k, and the uncertainty in the measuring amplifier corrections.
In order to determine the uncertainty, u dk , in the value of d k , the uncertainty for the mean response of the two NIST measurement sets immediately preceding and succeeding the Lab k set must first be computed.
The pilot laboratory, NIST, is serving as a link among the other participating laboratories, and is also a participant itself. Because all of NIST's measurement sets were acquired with the same deadweight force standard, the uncertainty in the applied force at NIST does not enter into the calculation for u dk .
Let u kPLMa be the combined standard uncertainty of the "Pilot Link Machine" (PLM) measurement set immediately preceding the Lab k measurement set, and u kPLMb be the combined standard uncertainty of the PLM measurement set immediately succeeding the Lab k measurement set. When the PLM measurement sets are functioning as links to the other participants, their corresponding standard uncertainties are given as
In Eqs.(18-19), u akPLMa and u akPLMb are the standard uncertainties in the measurement data in the corresponding pilot lab sets, calculated from Eq.(3). u v is the standard uncertainty in determining the measuring amplifier corrections, and u x is the standard uncertainty associated with transducer variability, determined through the use of the chi-squared consistency check as discussed in the previous section.
The standard uncertainty of the PLM measurement set pair used as the link to Lab k is given by
Finally, the standard uncertainty in the value of d k , for k > 1, is given by
where u ck is given by Eq.(4).
For k = 1, d 1 is defined to be zero. However, d 1 does have a finite uncertainty, which corresponds to the PLM's function as a participant in the comparison. Accordingly, 
A chi-squared consistency test is performed in the same manner as seen in Eq.(16-17):
Figures 23 through 28 present the differences of the participant laboratory responses and the weighted mean KCRV. The ordinates are scaled to values that are relative to the NIST mean. Thus the ordinate, D k , for a particular laboratory, Lab k, in each plot is calculated as
where d k is given by Eq. (7), KCRV is given by Eq.(23), and R NIST is given by Eq.(6). The error bars represent the expanded uncertainty intervals, also scaled to relative values, for each lab:
where
and u dk is given by Eq. (21-22) . The weighted mean KCRV is the baseline at ordinate zero, and its expanded uncertainty of 2(u KCRV ), where u KCRV is given by Eq. (24), is depicted by the dashed horizontal lines. As all ordinates and expanded uncertainty intervals are multiplied by 10 6 in the figures, they can informally be regarded to represent "parts/million."
Of the six individual transducer weighted mean KCRV calculations represented by Fig. 23 through Fig. 28 , only the comparison for 4 MN with Transducer 2 passes its consistency check. Better consistency is obtained, however, when the combined data from multiple transducers is used to calculate the KCRV, as presented in the following section. 
KCRV Calculation from Combined Data for Multiple Transducers
Each participating NMI conducted measurements on two transducers that were circulated together. The comparison protocol specified that the two transducers be from different manufacturers, to reduce the possibility of the comparison results being influenced by the characteristics of a particular transducer design. It was intended that a single result for each laboratory be extracted from the combined data of both transducers in a circulating pair, for each force point in the comparison (2 MN and 4 MN for CCM.F-K4.a, and 2 MN for CCM.F-K4.b).
The objective of the key comparisons in force is to compare the forces applied by the participants' force standards. While the outputs of the transducers in each pair are of different magnitudes, each transducer output varies essentially linearly with the applied force. Thus the normalization of the results for each transducer to values that are relative to the appropriate NIST mean responses for that transducer makes an analysis of the combined results possible. Since the results derive from the differences in the transducer responses obtained at the participating institutes, the combined normalized results represent estimates of the differences in the forces applied by the participants' force standard machines.
The previous section utilized results for the participants in terms of d k , from Eq. (7), and u dk , from Eqs.(21-22). For the k th participant of CCM.F-K4.a, these results were obtained for Transducers 1 and 2. Let these values be normalized to the appropriate mean NIST pair responses, where the term "mean NIST pair response" is discussed in the paragraph presenting Eq.(7). For Transducer 1, the normalized differences and standard uncertainties are
where R k1NIST is the mean NIST pair response for lab k for Transducer 1 given by
D k2 , and u Dk2 are computed similarly for Transducer 2.
It is noted, however, that the figures and the equivalence matrices presented in this section are unchanged, regardless of whether the denominator in Eqs.(30-31) is the mean NIST pair response R k1NIST given by Eq.(32), the NIST global mean R NIST given by Eq.(6) for the same transducer, or the mean over all laboratories R LABS given by Eq.(10) for the same transducer.
A weighted mean can be calculated from these two results, after first taking into account that both results were obtained with the same force standard machine of Lab k, such that the uncertainty in the applied force is not incorporated into the weighted mean calculation:
where u fk is the standard uncertainty in the applied force for Lab k when expressed as a fraction of the applied force. A similar calculation is carried out for u' Dk2
Then the weighted mean of D k1 and D k2 is given by
and its standard uncertainty is given by
The uncertainty in the applied force for Lab k, u fk , must now be reincorporated into the combined standard uncertainty as
At this point, a weighted mean, K k , and its associated combined standard uncertainty, Figure 32. Differences between participant laboratory responses and the weighted mean KCRV, with k=2 expanded uncertainty intervals, calculated from the combined data from all four transducers at the 2 MN force point
Equivalence Matrices
The chi-squared consistency test yields probability values of 0.030, 0.055, 0.060, and 0.012 for the analyses shown in Fig. 29, Fig. 30, Fig. 31 , and Fig. 32 , respectively. Fig. 30 represents the combined results for all seven participating laboratories at the 4 MN force point. Using the criterion that the consistency test fails if the chi-squared probability value is less than 0.05, it is seen that the consistency test passes for CCM.F-K4.a at 4 MN.
The equivalence matrix for the combined results of the seven participants of CCM.F-K4.a is given as Table 14 . The values in the table are computed similarly to those in the equivalence matrices of Appendix I, using the seven values of K k and u cKk that were computed for this combination. Also shown in Table 14 are the differences between each Lab k and the 4 MN KCRV. Fig. 32 represents the combined results for all nine participating laboratories at the 2 MN force point. The chi-squared consistency test, yielding a probability value of 0.012, fails for this comparison. However, if Lab 7 is excluded from the KCRV calculation (but not from the comparison with the KCRV), the chi-squared probability value becomes 0.087. Under this condition, the consistency test passes for the combined results at 2 MN. No other statistical tests have been performed to identify outliers.
The equivalence matrix for the combined results of the nine participants, at 2 MN, for both CCM.F-K4.a and CCM.F-K4.b is given as Table 15 , along with the differences between each Lab k and the 2 MN KCRV. Conclusions from Approach 2
1. The comparison of the seven laboratories capable of achieving the 4 MN force point, using the combined data for Transducers 1 and 2, is depicted in graphical form in Fig.30 , with the equivalence matrix given in Table 14 . Of the seven participating laboratories, Lab 3 has an expanded uncertainty interval that lies outside of the expanded uncertainty band for the weighted mean KCRV. The chi-squared consistency test passes for this comparison.
2. The comparison of the nine laboratories that conducted measurements at the 2 MN force point, using the combined data for Transducers 1 through 4, is depicted in graphical form in Fig.32 , with the equivalence matrix given in Table 15 . Two of the nine laboratories, Lab 7 and Lab 8, have expanded uncertainty intervals that lie outside of the expanded uncertainty band for the weighted mean KCRV. The chisquared consistency test passes for this comparison only if one of the nine laboratories, Lab 7, is excluded from the KCRV calculation.
3. As seen in Fig.30 for the 4 MN force point, the NIST value differs from the weighted mean KCRV by 0.0006 %, which is less than ¼ of the expanded uncertainty associated with this difference. Thus the NIST value, obtained with the only deadweight machine among the seven participants, could serve as the KCRV without significant change in the conclusions of the comparison.
4. Similarly, as seen in Fig.32 for the 2 MN force point, the NIST value differs from the weighted mean KCRV by 0.0001 %, which is again small relative to the associated expanded uncertainty. The value obtained for the other deadweight machine employed in the 2 MN comparison, Lab 9, is essentially the same as the NIST value, with a difference of 0.0002 %. 
